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Abstract: Plasmonic bio-sensing chips were prepared by fabricating wavelength-scaled 
sinusoidal dielectric-metal interfacial gratings on polymer film covered bimetal layers. 
Lysozyme biomolecules (LYZ) and gold nanoparticle bioconjugates (AuNP-LYZ) were 
seeded onto the biochip surfaces. Comparison of the reflectance curves measured in a 
modified Kretschmann arrangement and computed numerically proved that monitoring of the 
narrower secondary reflectance minima under optimal rotated-grating coupling condition 
makes it possible to achieve enhanced sensitivity in biodetection. The enlarged reflectance 
minimum shift is due to the horizontally and vertically antisymmetric long-range plasmonic 
mode, which originates from surface plasmon polariton Bragg scattering and propagates at the 
border of the valley and hill. The sensitivity is significantly increased in case of bioconjugates 
due to the coupled localized resonances on the gold nanoparticles. 
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1. Introduction 
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) propagating either on flat or on patterned surfaces have 
interesting far- and near-field properties. The characteristics of optical responses originating 
from short-range (SRSPP) and long-range (LRSPP) plasmonic modes, as well as from 
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR), that can be involved into the grating-coupling 
phenomena were analyzed in the literature [1, 2]. Presence of gratings results in opening of 
plasmonic band gaps (PBG) in those parameter regions, where Bragg scattering occurs [3, 4]. 
Caused by possible misinterpretation of the extrema at minigaps, it was concluded that to 
uncover PBGs a more reliable method is to plot the extrema as a function of frequency at a 
fixed angle of incidence [3, 4]. Band gap opening on the dispersion characteristics can 
originate from strong-coupling between localized and propagating modes as well, when the 
necessary condition of strong-coupling is the appropriate symmetry of interacting modes [5]. 
Significantly smaller amount of theoretical and experimental studies has been published 
about the effect of the periodic structures azimuthal orientation [6–14]. These studies 
initialized development of several novel plasmonic bio-sensing methodologies [14–20]. It was 
proven that the overlapping bands of modes supported by structured multilayers result in a 
plasmonic band gap at the Brillouin zone boundary [6,7]. In our previous studies we have 
presented the rotated grating-coupling surface plasmon resonance (RGC-SPR) occurring, 
when SPP excitation is performed in a conical mounting on a periodically structured 
multilayer, which is aligned onto a prism in a modified Kretschmann setup [8–10, 16–18]. 
Two SPPs with different wave vectors are excitable inside a narrow azimuthal orientation 
region, which result in double minima on the polar angle dependent reflectance [10]. 
However, in most of the studies on gratings in a conical mounting the light coupling is 
realized directly by the periodic structure [11–14, 19–21]. It was shown that two SPPs with 
the same wave vector, but having different propagation directions can be excited and result in 
reflectance minima in azimuthal orientations corresponding to the grating-coupled surface 
plasmon resonance (GCSPR) [11, 12, 19, 20]. The GCSPR phenomenon was demonstrated by 
monitoring transmittance maxima as well [12, 21]. It was proven that dielectric ridges on 
metal films in proper azimuthal orientation act as Bragg mirrors due to the large reflectance 
inside the band gap [14]. 
In recent nanophotonics there are tremendous efforts to overcome the limitations of 
conventional biosensors via SPR phenomena [15–26]. High sensitivity intra-cavity bio-
sensing has been realized via cavity modes arising inside the PBGs on selectively loaded 
gratings [24]. An important application area of plasmon Bragg-gratings is bio-sensing, due to 
the enhanced sensitivity achievable via grating-coupled modes [25]. 
Application of grating-coupled SPR biosensors based on the monitoring of multiple 
diffracted orders in different azimuthal orientations is limited by the rotation sensitivity of the 
conical mounting [15]. In our previous experimental studies we have demonstrated that 
rotation into azimuthal orientations resulting in double reflectance minima also makes it 
possible to enhance the sensitivity in RGC-SPR based bio-sensing [16–18]. It was 
demonstrated that large sensitivity is achievable by monitoring either the reflectance minima 
or the transmittance maxima in GCSPR configuration [19–21]. The advantages of long-range 
modes, manifesting themselves in narrower extrema and accompanied by higher and spatially 
broader E-field enhancement, were also exploited [12, 26]. 
Novel class of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPRS) bio-sensing methods relies 
on the sensitivity of LSPR to the presence of dielectric cover layers on plasmonic nano-
objects [27–29]. At the same time, noble metal particles can play a multiple role, since they 
can enhance the local E-field intensity, accordingly they can be used as markers on SPP-based 
bioplatforms, moreover they can initiate cavity modes under certain circumstances. 
Several intriguing biomolecules are fluorescent, among them lysozyme (LYZ) is an 
important protein having a potential to use in harmful material detection and in medicine. The 
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fluorescence of LYZ originates from tryptophan and sensitively depends on the chemical and 
dielectric environment [30]. 
Formation of biocompatible gold NCs can be promoted by adding LYZ into the aqueous 
solution of AuCl4- precursor. The spontaneous interaction of LYZ with the aurate ions results 
in formation of LYZ-stabilized Au NCs or Au NPs depending on the applied mass ratio of the 
reactants. Fluorescence of LYZ in clusters and in aggregates is retained, moreover, Au-LYZ 
complexes are sensitive to Hg concentration, which can be used in Hg detectors [31]. In 
addition to this, ~1 nm sized Au NCs as well as ~10 nm sized Au NPs coated by LYZ possess 
antimicrobial capabilities [32]. Recent studies revealed that 1:5 Au:LYZ mass ratio results in 
a protein shell around a NP core type bioconjugate, while in case of smaller ratios, Au NC 
seeds are distributed inside protein islands [33]. 
While preparing a plasmonic biosensor for specific fluorescent molecules, to achieve 
higher sensitivity in detection via SPR enhanced fluorescence phenomena it has to be ensured 
that the E-field enhancement is strong in those spectral intervals, where they absorb and emit 
light. However, precision tuning of SPP or LSPR phenomena into the excitation and emission 
bands, which strongly depend on bioconjugates composition is challenging, accordingly there 
is a great demand for alternate bio-sensing methodologies. 
The purpose of our present work was to demonstrate that enhanced sensitivity is 
achievable by monitoring the reflectance minima arising due to rotated grating-coupling 
phenomenon in a narrow azimuthal orientation region. Another purpose was to answer the 
question, whether sensitivity to LYZ protein can be further increased by using AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugates in RGC-SPR based biodetection. Experimental reflectance curves observed via 
angle interrogation of RGC-SPR phenomenon were compared to reflectance curves 
determined by numerical computations. The accompanying near-field distribution was 
inspected to uncover the underlying nanophotonical phenomena. Further computations were 
performed to demonstrate the existence of an optimal configuration, which has potential to 
achieve maximal polar angle shift and extremely large sensitivity and figure of merit (FOM). 
The dispersion characteristics of the responsible grating-coupled SPPs was mapped, and a 
general methodology is proposed, which makes it possible to achieve enhanced sensitivity via 
grating-based bio-sensing chips in an optimal conical mounting. 
2. Methods 
2.1. Experimental methods 
2.1.1. Preparation of plasmonic AuNP-LYZ nanodispersions 
For the preparation of LYZ reduced Au NPs, LYZ (≥90%, Sigma-Aldrich), HAuCl4·3H2O (≥ 
49.0%, Sigma-Aldrich) and sodium hydroxide (99%, Molar Chemicals) were used. During 
preparation LYZ solution with 0.98 mg/mL concentration and 10 mL of HAuCl4 solution with 
1.0 mM concentration were admixed. The appropriate pH 12 was adjusted with 2 M NaOH 
solution. After 18 h incubation at 40 °C the color modification of the solution indicated the 
Au NPs formation. Different AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates were synthetized and the diameter of 
NPs was altered by tuning the fraction of LYZ. Dispersions prepared with a ratio of mAu:mLYZ 
= 1:5 became red color, indicating LSPR related absorptance close to the 532 nm wavelength 
of SPR interrogation (Fig. 1(a)). Accordingly, this dispersion was selected for RGC-SPR 
sensing of bioconjugates. 
2.1.2. Characterization of AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to visualize the Au NPs with a Technai 
(200 kV) apparatus and then the size of bioconjugates was estimated based on the TEM 
images (UTHSCSA Image Tool 2.00 software) (Fig. 1(a), inset). The measurement of the 
absorption spectrum was carried out with UVIKON 930 type dual-beam spectrophotometer. 
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The emission spectrum was measured with Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluoromax-4 spectro-
fluorimeter with 365 nm excitation wavelength and the width of the slit was 3 nm (Fig. 1(a)). 
2.1.3. Experimental investigation of RGC-SPR 
For biochip preparation the NBK7 glass substrates were evaporated by 38 nm thick silver and 
7 nm thick gold films. Bimetal layer is necessary to realize efficient plasmon coupling, since 
silver has good plasmonic properties, while the thin gold cover-layer protects the silver from 
corrosion [8–10, 16–18]. A polycarbonate (PC) layer with ~65 nm thickness was spin-coated 
onto the bimetal surfaces, and one dimensional gratings with a sinusoidal profile were 
fabricated via two-beam interference laser procedure (Figs. 1(b)-1(e)). In our previous studies 
it was shown that at 532 nm excitation rotated grating-coupling of SPPs occurs on the 
wavelength-scaled p = 416 nm periodic PC grating covered bimetal layer, when the a 
modulation amplitude is larger than a minimal value determined by the multilayer 
composition [16]. The thinnest average PC layer is 15.75 nm, which makes it possible to 
achieve a good coupling efficiency on a grating with 2a>31.5 nm modulation depth [8–10, 
16–18]. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Absorptance and emission spectra of AuNP-LYZ nanodispersions with mAu:mLYZ = 
1:5 mass ratio, the inset shows TEM image of the AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates, (b) AFM picture 
of the 416 nm periodic grating surface. Schematic drawings of the investigated biosensor 
chips: (c) sinusoidal polymer grating, (d) sinusoidal grating covered by LYZ biomolecules and 
(e) sinusoidal grating covered by AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates,. (f) Schematic drawing of the 
SPR setup based on a modified Kretschmann arrangement, used to study the RGC-SPR 
phenomenon. (g) Method of φ polar and γ azimuthal angle tuning. 
The 10 mJ/cm2 laser fluence applied in biochip preparation ensured that the polymer 
grating modulation depth was approximately double of the minimal value, accordingly the 
rotated grating-coupling condition was fulfilled. For RGC-SPR based biodetection 
measurements LYZ biomolecule and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugate containing solutions were 
seeded onto the structured multilayers (Figs. 1(c)-1(e)). The angle interrogation of the RGC-
SPR was performed in a modified Kretschmann arrangement by varying the polar angle with 
0.08φΔ = °  steps (Fig. 1(f)). The 532 nm p-polarized light was coupled into SPPs ( plasmonK ) 
via a half-cylinder, while the efficient grating-coupled SPP mode ( ' plasmonK ) excitation was 
ensured by the azimuthal rotation of the substrate. The azimuthal orientation of the grating 
grooves with respect to the plane of incidence was set to ~ 30γ °  via special holders, which 
ensured rotation with +/−0.5 ° accuracy (Figs. 1(f) and 1(g)). A frequency doubled Nd:YAG 
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laser (Intelite, GSLN32-20, λ = 532 nm, 2 mW) was used to realize SPP excitation. The 
reflected light was collected by a standard visible range photodetector (Thorlabs DET 110). 
To ensure the appropriate φ-2φ rotation of the half-cylinder and the photodetector, a two-
circle goniometer (OWIS, with DMT 65, 2-Ph-SM 240) was used. The RGC-SPR 
phenomenon was angle interrogated first on bare chips for reference purposes, then on a 
sensor-chip covered by LYZ, and finally the effect of AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates was studied 
(Figs. 1(c)-1(e)). The measured reflectance curves are presented in Fig. 2(a) with insets. 
2.2. Theoretical methods 
Numerical computations were carried out with COMSOL Multiphysics software package 
(COMSOL AB) based on Finite Element Method (FEM). Radio Frequency Module was used 
to calculate reflectance from the structured multilayer in a conical mounting. The 
electromagnetic near-field distribution was also inspected at the resonances manifesting 
themselves in reflectance minima, in order to uncover the characteristics of SPP modes that 
are at play in grating-coupling. Both the normalized E-field and the Ey field component were 
studied in the horizontal and vertical plane cross-sections of the unit cells of the inspected 
gratings. The vertical plane cross-section along the valley was taken at the turning line in the 
horizontal cross-section of the Ey field component. The intersection of the vertical plane 
through the turning line of the Ey field component and the grating surface is referred as the 
border of the valley and hill. Since the Ey is the longitudinal component of the modes 
propagating along the stripes, its analyses allows determination of the symmetry properties of 
SPPs coupled in specific RGC-SPR illumination configurations. 
The wavelength-dependent optical properties of all components were taken into account. 
The refractive index of LYZ was considered by the usual Cauchy-formula of proteins 
( 2/LYZn AC BC λ= + , where AC = 1.45, BC = 0.01m2) according to the literature [34]. The 
wavelength-dependent complex dielectric functions of Au and Ag layers were implemented 
based on the literature, by interpolating the measured data sets with spline-fits [35]. 
2.2.1. Numerical modeling of RGC-SPR on a fitted chip 
The modeling of a fitted chip was realized to analyze the effect of the multilayer composition, 
illumination direction, protein location on the reflectance and to uncover the physical origin 
of the reflectance minima arising during RGC-SPR, by analyzing the accompanying near-
field phenomena (Fig. 2(b), Fig. 3, Fig. 8). The fitted chip is an artificial multilayer with a 
fitted sinusoidal grating profile and an azimuthal orientation, which results in reflectance 
minima at polar angles approximating the measurements. First the reflectance curves 
measured on bare chips were fitted by varying the modulation depth as well as by tuning the 
azimuthal orientation of a sinusoidal PC grating (Figs. 1(c), 2(b)). Then the reflectance curve 
measured on a LYZ covered chip was fitted, by varying the dielectric layer thickness only at 
the bottom of the grating valley (Figs. 1(d), 2(b)). Assumption of LYZ location inside the 
valley is in accordance both with theoretical computations and with AFM measurements, 
which prove the existence of a sinusoidal adhesion modulation of topography origin [36, 37]. 
The sinusoidal adhesion modulation promotes the adherence of bio-bio-objects inside the 
valleys of the polymer gratings [16–18, 37]. The equivalent protein layer thickness was 
computed by taking into account that the PC and LYZ layers have different dielectric 
properties. 
The biomolecules and bioconjugates were included into the COMSOL models by aligning 
linear arrays of hollow LYZ shells and AuNP-LYZ core-shell particles along the grating 
valley (Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)). The 13.4 nm common core diameter was selected based on the 
size distribution of AuNPs measured on TEM images (Fig. 1(a), inset). The 1.8 nm thickness 
of LYZ shell was set based on the thickness of monomolecular covering. Accordingly, 
multiple arrays of hollow LYZ shells with 6.7 nm and 8.5 nm inner and outer radii and a total 
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volume corresponding to the previously fitted protein layer thickness were aligned at the 
bottom of the valley (Fig. 1(d)). 
By taking into account that the gold NPs presence may alter the amount of biomolecules 
adhered from a dispersion, such a different number of core-shell particles consisting of AuNP 
cores covered by LYZ shells was selected, which ensured a reflectance minimum shift 
corresponding to the measurement on the bioconjugates covered chip (Fig. 1(e)). 
In our previous studies an adhesion enhancement of non-topographical origin was also 
demonstrated at the border of the valleys and hills of polycarbonate gratings prepared by two-
beam interference [16–18, 37]. Accordingly, both the LYZ biomolecule and AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugate arrays were relocated from the bottom of the valley to the hillside, to prove the 
existence of a preferred location, where the sensitivity can be further enhanced (Fig. 2(b), Fig. 
3, Fig. 8). The exact location of the LYZ and AuNP-LYZ arrays on the hillside was selected 
by taking into account the distribution of the normalized E-field and of the Ey field 
component on the bare chip, as it is described in Section 3.3 and in the Appendix. The 
normalized E-field and the Ey field component distribution was studied in the horizontal and 
vertical plane cross-sections of one unit cell of the fitted chip (Fig. 3, Fig. 8). The reflectance 
minima are referred as dips in those paragraphs, where the E-field spatial distribution is 
described, in order to avoid confusion. The reflectance was computed in the fitted azimuthal 
orientation of the fitted chips by varying the polar angle in [38°, 78°] interval with 1° steps, 
while higher 0.01° resolution was applied at the reflectance minima (Fig. 2(b)). 
The effectiveS nφ φ= Δ Δ  sensitivity and ( )effective averageFOM n FWHMφ= Δ Δ  values were 
determined for both bio-object locations, by taking into account the effectivenΔ  effective 
refractive index modification corresponding to the dielectric LYZ and to the composite 
AuNP-LYZ layers [22, 23]. The effectivenΔ  modification corresponding to AuNP-LYZ was 
determined based on effective medium theory, and the decay length of the E-field was 
supposed to be equal to that at the multilayer-air interface (Table 1). A calibration plot was 
determined to compare the concentration dependence of the polar angle shift, sensitivity and 
FOM of the secondary and primary reflectance minima (Fig. 7 in Appendix). 
2.2.2. Numerical modeling of RGC-SPR on a designed chip 
Detailed theoretical study of a designed biochip has been performed as well to demonstrate 
the RGC-SPR phenomenon in an optimal configuration (Figs. 2(c)-2(e), Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6, 
Fig. 9). The designed chip is an artificial multilayer consisting of a sinusoidal grating profile, 
the parameters of which approximate the minimal average polymer layer thickness and 
modulation depth capable of resulting in RGC-SPR phenomenon in case of the applied 
multilayer composition. The reflectance was studied on different multilayers by varying the 
polar angle in [38°, 78°] interval and by tuning the azimuthal orientation in [28°, 38°] 
interval, both with 1° steps (Figs. 2(c)-2(e) and Fig. 4). Higher 0.01° polar angle resolution 
was applied to determine the exact polar angles corresponding to the reflectance minima. For 
angle interrogation of the SPR the optimal orientation of a biochip with a specific multilayer 
composition is qualified by the azimuthal angle, which makes it possible to achieve the 
maximal polar angle shift. The reflectance of bare chips, and biochips covered by LYZ 
biomolecule and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugate were compared for three representative azimuthal 
orientations to prove the existence of an optimal orientation (Figs. 2(c)-2(e), Fig. 4). 
The sensitivity and FOM values achievable in case of LYZ and AuNP-LYZ detection on 
the designed chip were compared to the sensitivity and FOM values of conventional SPP and 
LSPR biosensors and to the corresponding characteristic values reached via the fitted chip 
(Table 1) [22, 23]. 
To analyze the spatial overlap between the coupled modes and bio-objects, the normalized 
E-field and the Ey field component were studied in the horizontal and vertical plane cross-
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sections of two unit cells of the periodic structure on the designed chip (Fig. 5, with 
corresponding Visualization 1, Fig. 9). 
The purpose was to show that the optimal configuration makes it possible to improve the 
spatial overlap between the grating-coupled SPPs and the bio-objects at the bottom of the 
grating valley, where the adhesion modulation of topography origin inherently promotes their 
adherence [16–18, 37]. 
In order to explain the nanophotonical origin of the coupled reflectance minima, the 
dispersion characteristics of bare, LYZ and AuNP-LYZ coated designed biochips were 
determined as well (Fig. 6). The wavelength was swept in [300 nm, 700 nm] interval with 10 
nm steps, while the polar angle was swept in [38°, 78°] interval with 1° steps. 
3. Results and discussion
Based on TEM measurements the average diameter of AuNP-LYZ particles in the dispersion 
with mAu:mLYZ = 1:5 mass ratio was ~13.4 nm. The spectral study revealed that this dispersion 
exhibits a fluorescence with an emission maximum at 450 nm in case of excitation at 365 nm, 
and has a well-defined absorption at 529 nm, which is close to the 532 nm wavelength used 
for SPP excitation (Fig. 1(a)). Accordingly, all SPP coupling phenomena, which result in EM-
field enhancement at this wavelength, promote the bioconjugates absorption and mediately 
increase the sensitivity to them. As a result, the fluorescent AuNP-LYZ bio-conjugates can be 
sensitively detected by SPR interrogation also outside their excitation and emission bands. 
3.1. Experimental demonstration of RGC-SPR 
The experimental RGC-SPR studies revealed that double reflectance minima are observable 
in ~ 30γ °  azimuthal orientation on multi-layers consisting of p = 416 nm periodic 
polycarbonate gratings with 2a ~65.00 nm modulation depth. The applied nominations reveal 
that the secondary reflectance minimum is in the region of smaller polar angles, while the 
primary reflectance minimum resembles to that originating from SPPs on a flat multilayer 
surface. All azimuthal and polar angles corresponding to reflectance minima are collected in 
Table 1 provided in the Appendix. 
The secondary minima appear at sec _1 52.16
ondary
chipφ = ° and sec _ 2 50.72ondarychipφ = ° polar angles on
the studied bare biochips (Fig. 2(a)). Covering by LYZ causes a secondary minimum at 
sec
_1 52.48
ondary
chip LYZφ + = ° polar angle, which corresponds to a moderate sec _1 0.32ondarychip LYZφ +Δ = °  shift in 
polar angle. Covering by AuNP-LYZ results in a secondary minimum at 
sec
_ 2 51.6
ondary
chip AuNP LYZφ + − = ° , which indicates a more than two-times larger
sec
_ 2 0.88
ondary
chip AuNP LYZφ + −Δ = ° polar angle shift. These results unambiguously prove that presence
of Au NPs results in a significantly larger shift of the secondary minimum. The measurements 
also indicate that the observation possibility of both minima sensitively depends on the exact 
multilayer composition (Fig. 2(a)). Namely, in ~ 30γ °  azimuthal orientation the primary 
minimum at _1 64.96
primary
chipφ = ° is flattened and shifted backward by a small
_1 0.76
primary
chip LYZφ +Δ = − °  polar angle, when only LYZ is adhered to the surface, while the 
secondary minimum is still suitable for detection. In contrast, the primary minimum at 
_ 2 69.44
primary
chipφ = ° is preserved during the adherence of AuNP-LYZ, it is shifted backward by a
large _ 2 4.8
primary
chip AuNP LYZφ + −Δ = − °  polar angle, but at the same time it is significantly broadened.
The decrease of the corresponding polar angles and the significantly larger FWHMs indicate 
that the primary minima are less suitable for detection via RGC-SPR monitoring (Fig. 2(a)). 
The sensitivity and FOM values corresponding to the measurements in case of LYZ 
seeding are commensurate with those published for SPP and LSPR biochips, respectively. 
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In contrast, in case of AuNP-LYZ both the sensitivity and the FOM values are larger than 
those achievable via special grating based methods, e.g. via GCSPR [19, 22, 23]. These 
results indicate that it is reasonable to apply the RGC-SPR phenomenon for biosensing. 
 
Fig. 2. Reflectance before and after covering by LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugates (a) measured on two sensor chips, (b) computed on the fitted sensor chip in case 
of bio-objects at the bottom of valley and on the side of the hill, (c-e) computed on the 
designed sensor chip in case of bio-objects at the bottom of valley in different azimuthal 
orientations: (c) °= 64.33γ ; (d) °= 28γ ; (e) °= 38γ . The insets indicate the magnified 
reflectance curves around the reflectance minima. 
3.2. Modeling reflectance governed by RGC-SPR on the fitted chip 
Based on the fitting of surface profiles on uncovered chips, the modulation depth on both 
multilayers is 2afitted_chip_1~2afitted_chip_2~63 nm. The fitted azimuthal orientation is 
_ ~ 29.5fitted chipγ ° , which almost equals to the _ 29.3multilayer optimalγ = °  optimal azimuthal 
orientation computed for the fitted multilayer composition based on reference [16]. 
By supposing that both the LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates are seeded 
exactly at the bottom of the valley, adherence of _ _ 120fitted chip LYZ bottomN + =  number of LYZ 
shells and _ _ 16fitted chip AuNP LYZ bottomN + − =  number of AuNP-LYZ core-shells per one unit cell 
results in sec _ _ 0.4
ondary
fitted chip LYZ bottomφ +Δ = °  and sec _ _ 0.9ondaryfitted chip AuNP LYZ bottomφ + −Δ = °  secondary minimum 
shifts, which are slightly larger than the measured shifts (Fig. 2(b)). The same amount of 
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biomolecules and bioconjugates per unit cell causes _ _ 0.2
primary
fitted chip LYZ bottomφ +Δ = − °  and 
_ _ 0.6
primary
fitted chip AuNP LYZ bottomφ + −Δ = − °  primary minimum backward shift, respectively (Fig. 2(b)). 
By supposing that the biomolecules and bioconjugates adhere on the hillside, there are 
various representative locations. The most interesting are the x = 301.5 nm hillside location of 
the 120 LYZ biomolecules and the x = 285 nm location of the linear array of 16 AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugates, which result in the largest secondary resonance minimum shift. 
The sensitivity of the secondary minimum is considerably enhanced at these locations, 
namely the same number of _ _ 120fitted chip LYZ sideN + =  LYZ shells and 
_ _ 16fitted chip AuNP LYZ sideN + − =  number of AuNP-LYZ core-shells per unit cell results in 
sec
_ _ 0.5
ondary
fitted chip LYZ sideφ +Δ = °  and sec _ _ 1.1ondaryfitted chip AuNP LYZ sideφ + −Δ = °  shift of the corresponding 
secondary minimum (Fig. 2(b)). These shifts are more significantly larger than the measured 
values. The same amount of LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates per unit cell 
causes _ _ 0.3
primary
fitted chip LYZ sideφ +Δ = °  and _ _ 0.4primaryfitted chip AuNP LYZ sideφ + −Δ = − °  primary minimum shift, 
respectively (Fig. 2(b)). By supposing adherence on the hillside instead at the valley-bottom, 
both the secondary and primary minimum is shifted by a larger degree in case of LYZ. In 
contrast, a larger secondary minimum forward shift and a smaller primary minimum 
backward shift is achieved via AuNP-LYZ relocation onto the hillside. 
Important advantage of the secondary minimum that its larger sensitivity and smaller 
FWHM ensures considerably larger FOM, which is further enhanced in case of hillside 
location (Table 1). In contrast, the larger forward shift of the primary minimum in case of 
hillside LYZ adherence is accompanied by a significant broadening, which allows a slightly 
smaller FOM. Moreover, the smaller primary minimum backward shift manifests itself in a 
smaller sensitivity and FOM in case of AuNP-LYZ adherence on the hillside (Table 1). These 
results reveal again that the primary minimum monitoring is less suitable for biodetection. 
Explanation of the larger sensitivity and FOM values achievable by monitoring the 
secondary minima, which parameters are significantly improved in presence of Au NPs, and 
the explanation of the weaker parameters of corresponding primary minima in all inspected 
configurations of the fitted chip are described in Section 3.3 and in the Appendix. 
Concentration dependence of the polar angle shift, sensitivity and FOM values corresponding 
to the secondary and primary reflectance minima in case of LYZ and AuNP-LYZ location at 
the bottom of the valley and on the side of the hill is presented in Fig. 7 in the Appendix. 
3.3. Near-field distribution on the fitted chip 
In 29.5° azimuthal orientation of the bare fitted chip the E-field distribution indicates a global 
maximum on the left side of the valley at both reflectance dips. However, at the secondary dip 
the global maximum is shifted with a larger extent towards the valley center, and there is a 
local maximum on the right side of the valley (Fig. 2(b), Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/a-to-d, right, Figs. 
8(a) and 8(b)/a-to-d, left). The Ey field component is antisymmetrical horizontally at both 
dips, however the turning line is shifted with a larger extent towards the succeeding hill at the 
secondary dip (3(a) and 3(b)/a-to-d, left, x = 375 nm to x = 275 nm). In the vertical cross-
section taken along the valley the Ey field component is antisymmetrical (slightly hybrid) at 
the secondary (primary) dip (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/a-to-d, middle). Similarly, in the vertical 
cross-section taken perpendicularly to the grating the Ey field component is antisymmetrical 
(slightly hybrid) at the secondary (primary) dip (Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)/a-to-d, right). Comparison 
of the Ey field distributions confirms that a LRSPP possessing a horizontally and vertically 
antisymmetric longitudinal component propagates along the right border of the valley and hill 
at the secondary dip, while at the primary dip the hybrid Ey components reveal that a SRSPP 
mode exists. The LRSPPs possess a small attenuation due to the small overlap with the metal 
layer [12, 26]. Accordingly, larger interaction cross-section is expected at the secondary dip 
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with the biomolecules and bioconjugates, which is capable of improving the sensitivity and 
FOM significantly. 
Attachment of bio-objects shifts the reflectance dips, and transforms the near-field 
distribution as well. At all reflectance dips appearing in 29.5γ = °  azimuthal orientation after 
seeding by LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates the area corresponding to the 
global the E-field maximum is similarly coincident with the left side of the valley. However, 
at the secondary dips the global E-field maximum is shifted towards the succeeding hill with a 
larger extent, and is accompanied by a local maximum at the right side of the valley, similarly 
to the bare biochips (Fig. 2(b), Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/b,c-to-e,f, right, Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)/ b,c-to-
e,f, left). The local E-field enhancement is larger in presence of Au NPs for both bio-object 
locations (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/b,e-to-c,f, right, Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)/b,e-to-c,f, left and middle). 
 
Fig. 3. The Ey field component in planes taken horizontally (x-y plane: left) and vertically 
along the valley at the turning line of Ey (y-z plane: middle) and the normalized (E)-field 
distribution perpendicularly to the unit cell (x-z plane: right) on (a,b/ a,d) bare fitted chip, (a,b/ 
b,e) fitted chip covered by LYZ biomolecules, (a,b/ c,f) fitted chip covered by AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugates, in 29.5° azimuthal orientation of the fitted chip (a,b/ a-c) secondary and (a,b/ d-
f) primary minima in case of bio-objects (a/ a-f) at the bottom of valley and (b/ a-f) on the side 
of the hill. The schematic drawings indicate the structure contours in different plane cross-
sections and the turning lines of the Ey field component at the secondary (red) and primary 
(green) reflectance minima. 
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At the secondary dips observable after LYZ and AuNP-LYZ covering the turning line of 
the antisymmetric Ey longitudinal component is backward shifted (x = 364 nm and x = 350 
nm) with respect to that on the bare chip (x = 375 nm), when the bio-objects are at the bottom 
of the valley, while it is forward shifted in case of bio-object location on the side of the hill (x 
= 380 nm and x = 387 nm) (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/b and c, left). At all secondary dips the Ey 
longitudinal component is antisymmetrical in the vertical cross-section taken along the valley 
(Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/b and c, middle). In contrast the Ey longitudinal component is slightly 
hybrid perpendicularly to the unit cell for both biomolecules and bioconjugates locations 
(Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)/b and c, right). 
These near-field phenomena prove that a horizontally and vertically antisymmetric LRSPP 
mode exists at all secondary dips. The advantage of the bio-objects hillside location is that 
they approach the turning line of the Ey component, where the antisymmetry is two-fold, 
moreover they overlap with the local normalized E-field maximum on the right side of the 
valley, which makes it possible to maximize the interaction cross-section with the LRSPP. 
The secondary dip shift exhibits a location dependence according to the expectations, 
namely slightly larger shift and sensitivity as well as FOM was observed in case of hillside 
location for both bio-coverings (Fig. 2(b), Table 1). At the secondary dips arising after LYZ 
covering, location of the 120 LYZ biomolecules per unit cell at the bottom of the valley 
ensures compromised overlap with both the global and local E-field maxima, while on the 
hillside perfect overlap of multiple LYZ arrays is ensured with the local E-field maximum at 
the right side of the valley (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/b, right). As a result, the secondary dip exhibits 
the largest sensitivity, when the central array of 120 LYZ islands is relocated to the optimal 
location (x = 301.5 nm) on the hillside. In contrast, location of the 16 AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugates at the bottom of valley ensures smaller overlap with both of the global and local 
E-field maxima, while at the optimal location (x = 285 nm) on the hillside perfect overlap is 
ensured for the single AuNP-LYZ array with the local E-field maximum corresponding to the 
horizontally and vertically antisymmetric LRSPP (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/c right). Presence of 
AuNPs results in additional local E-field enhancement both at the bottom of the valley and on 
the side of the hill. This explains that significantly smaller amount of AuNP-LYZ can be 
detected by monitoring the secondary dip (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/c right, Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)/c 
left, middle). 
At the primary dips the turning line of the antisymmetric Ey longitudinal component is 
unmodified with respect to that on bare chip (x = 275 nm) in case of LYZ biomolecules and 
AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates location at the bottom of the valley, while the turning line is 
noticeably forward shifted (x = 295 nm and x = 305 nm), when the bio-objects are on the 
hillside (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/e and f, left). For both coverings by LYZ and AuNP-LYZ the Ey 
longitudinal component is hybrid (antisymmetrical) in the vertical cross-section taken along 
the valley in case of bio-object location at the bottom of the valley (on the side of the hill) 
(Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/e, f middle). In contrast, the Ey longitudinal component is hybrid 
perpendicularly to the unit cell (Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)/e, f right). These near-field phenomena 
prove that at the primary dips for both coverings by LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugates a SRSPP exists, when the bio-objects are located at the bottom of the valley, 
while a horizontally and vertically antisymmetric LRSPP is coupled in case of hillside 
location. 
At the primary dips location of 120 LYZ biomolecules at the bottom of the valley cannot 
ensure overlap with the global E-field maxima on either of the neighboring hills, while in case 
of hillside location overlap is ensured with both the turning line of the antisymmetric Ey at the 
border of the valley and hill and with the global normalized E-field maximum on the 
succeeding hill (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/e, right). Accordingly, the primary dip exhibits an 
enhanced shift, when the central array of the wide 120 LYZ islands is relocated to x = 301.5 
nm on the hillside (Fig. 2(b), Table 1). Moreover, the primary dip exhibits a backward shift in 
case of LYZ location at the bottom of valley, while a larger forward shift is observable in case 
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of LYZ location on the hillside. The sensitivity is enhanced, while the FOM is slightly 
decreased caused by relocation, despite the presence of LRSPP. The FOM decrease is caused 
by the increased FWHM of the reflectance minimum. 
Location of the 16 AuNP-LYZ biomolecules at the bottom of the valley cannot ensure 
good overlap with the global E-field maxima on either of the neighboring hills, while 
relocation onto the hillside completely prevents the overlap with the global E-field maximum 
on the preceding hill, and does not make possible noticeable overlap with the E-field 
maximum on the succeeding hill (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)/f, right). As a consequence, when 16 
AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates are located to x = 285 nm on the hillside the primary dip exhibits a 
backward shift, which is slightly reduced with respect to that in case of AuNP-LYZ location 
at the bottom of valley. Both the sensitivity and the FOM of the primary dip are smaller in 
case of AuNP-LYZ hillside location despite the presence of LRSPP (Fig. 2(b), Table 1). 
In summary, at both of the secondary and primary dips the 120 LYZ biomolecules are 
moved into the E-field maxima on the succeeding hill in case of hillside location, which 
results in increased sensitivity compared to that achievable, when the biomolecules are at the 
bottom of the valley. The 16 AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates are closer to the turning line of the Ey 
component on the hillside, and properly overlap with the local E-field maximum at the 
secondary dip, while do not coincide with the global E-field maximum on the succeeding hill 
at the primary dip. As a consequence, the secondary dip exhibits a larger sensitivity and FOM, 
while the primary dip has a smaller sensitivity and FOM in case of hillside location of the 
AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates. Accordingly, at the primary dip a smaller shift and a 
corresponding smaller sensitivity and FOM is achievable with respect to those at the 
secondary dip at both bio-object locations on the fitted chip. 
3.4. Modeling reflectance governed by RGC-SPR on the designed chip 
To prove that the enhanced sensitivity experienced in presence of a horizontally and vertically 
antisymmetric LRSPP is a general phenomenon, and a maximal enhancement is achievable in 
an optimal configuration, inspection of a designed chip with a minimal modulation depth 
corresponding to the condition of rotated grating-coupling has been also performed. 
 
Fig. 4. Calculated reflectance of different chips as a function of polar angle ( [ ]°°= 78,28ϕ ) 
and azimuthal orientation ( [ ]°°= 38,28γ ): (a) bare designed chip, (b) designed chip covered 
by 8 LYZ biomolecules per unit cell and (c) designed chip covered by 8 AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugates per unit cell. (d) Difference between reflectance modifications in case of 
different coverings; (e, f) reflectance modification caused by (e) 8 LYZ biomolecules and (f) 8 
AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates per unit cells covering of the designed chip, compared to the bare 
designed chip. 
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In order to compare the azimuthal orientation dependent sensitivity achievable by 
monitoring the reflectance in case of LYZ and AuNP-LYZ seeding, we have mapped the 
polar and azimuthal angle dependent reflectance on the designed chip. The modification of 
the reflectance caused by biomolecule and bioconjugate seeding, as well as the difference 
between the reflectance modifications is illustrated in Fig. 4. In case of covering by either of 
LYZ biomolecules or AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates, both the secondary and the primary minima 
are modified. 
The reflectance modification is enhanced in case of the secondary minimum for both bio-
coverings. Moreover, comparison of reflectance differences proves that conjugation with Au 
NPs results in azimuthal orientation dependent sensitivity enhancement, which effect is more 
significant on the secondary minimum (Figs. 4(d) and 4(e)-to-4(f)). This is due to the 
enhanced excitation of LSPR on the AuNPs via LRSPP propagating along the valley at the 
secondary minimum, which is described in Section 3.5 and in the Appendix. 
The numerical computations on the designed chip have shown that the shift of the 
resonance minima caused by a specific biocovering sensitively depends on the azimuthal 
orientation. Namely, in _ 28designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation only one single primary 
minimum is observable on the reflectance at _ _ 28 51.8
primary
designed chip γφ = ° = ° , which is almost 
insensitive to the biomolecule seeding through _ / _ 8designed chip LYZ AuNP LYZ bottomN + − =  number of 
bio-objects per unit cell, independently of the Au NPs presence (Fig. 2(d) with inset). 
In _ 33.64designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation the reflectance exhibits double minima with 
the same depth on all of the bare, LYZ and AuNP-LYZ covered designed biochips (Fig. 2(c)). 
On the bare designed chip the secondary minimum appears at sec _ _ 33.64 48.6
ondary
designed chip γφ = ° = ° , 
which is smaller than the polar angle corresponding to the measured secondary minimum, 
according to the significantly smaller average PC layer thickness (Fig. 2(c)). As a result of 
covering by _ _ 8designed chip LYS bottomN + =  protein biomolecules per unit cell at the bottom of the 
valley, the secondary minimum appears at sec _ _ _ 33.64 49
ondary
designed chip LYZ bottom γφ + = ° = ° , corresponding to 
sec
_ _ _ 33.64 0.4
ondary
designed chip LYZ bottom γφ + = °Δ = °  polar angle shift, which approximates the measured shift, 
by taking into account the accuracy of measurements. 
Covering the valley by the same _ _ 8designed chip AuNP LYZ bottomN + − =  number of AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugates per unit cell results in a secondary minimum at 
sec
_ _ _ 33.64 49.4
ondary
designed chip AuNP Lys bottom γφ + − = ° = ° , corresponding to a two-times larger 
sec
_ _ _ 33.64 0.8
ondary
designed chip AuNP LYZ bottom γφ + − = °Δ = °  polar angle shift, which again approximates the 
measured shift, by taking into account the accuracy of measurements. 
Comparison of the effect of LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates proves that 
in case of the designed chip at the bottom of the valley 15-times and 2-times less amount of 
bioseeders results in the same shift, than in case of the fitted chip. This indicates that the 
interaction cross-section between the plasmonic modes that are at play is strongly enhanced 
already in the valley, when the minimal layer thickness is applied. Explanation of the 
underlying nanophotonical phenomena is presented in Section 3.5 and in the Appendix. 
In contrast, a primary minimum also appears at _ _ 33.64 54.0
primary
designed chip γφ = ° = °  on the designed 
chip, however this is backward shifted in case of covering by _ / _ 8designed chip LYZ AuNP LYZ bottomN + − =  
LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates per unit cell (Fig. 2(c)). Namely, the 
primary minimum appears at a polar angle of _ _ _ 33.64 53.8
primary
designed chip LYZ bottom γφ + = ° = °  / 
_ _ _ 33.64 53.6
primary
designed chip AuNP LYZ bottom γφ + − = ° = ° , which corresponds to a backward shift of 
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_ _ _ 33.64 0.2
primary
designed chip LYZ bottom γφ + = °Δ = − °  / _ _ _ 33.64 0.4primarydesigned chip AuNP LYZ bottom γφ + − = °Δ = − ° , respectively. 
These results indicate that the LRSPP mode, that ensures enhanced sensitivity at the 
secondary minima, is not at play at the primary minima, see Section 3.5 and the Appendix. 
In _ 38designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation again one single minimum appears on the 
reflectance at sec _ _ 38 49.4
ondary
designed chip γφ = ° = ° , which is a secondary minimum, while there is no 
primary minimum in this azimuthal orientation (Fig. 2(e) with inset). 
This secondary minimum does not shift noticeably in case of covering by 
_ _ 8designed chip LYZ bottomN + =  biomolecules per unit cell, while in presence of 
_ _ 8designed chip AuNP LYZ bottomN + − =  bioconjugates a small 
sec
_ _ _ 38 0.2
ondary
designed chip AuNP LYZ bottom γφ + − = °Δ = °  
polar angle shift is observable resulting in a minimum at 
sec
_ _ 38 _ _ 33.64 49.6
ondary
designed chip AuNP LYZ bottomγ γφ = °+ − = ° = ° . 
In case of LYZ seeding the 1214 sensitivity and 191 FOM values at the secondary 
minimum are commensurate with the values achieved via special e.g. via GCSPR bio-sensing 
methods, while the 607 sensitivity and 41 FOM values at the primary minimum are 
commensurate with parameters published for standard grating based bio-sensing methods [19, 
22, 23]. In contrast, in case of AuNP-LYZ both the 7366 sensitivity and the 1249 FOM values 
at the secondary minimum are significantly larger, than the highest values published for 
GCSPR, while the 3683 sensitivity and the 252 FOM values at the primary minimum are in 
the order of magnitude of the GCSPR parameters [19]. By comparing the fitted and designed 
biochips the ratio of the sensitivity values is in accordance with the ratio of the number of 
LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates, while the slightly different ratio of the 
FOM values is caused by the modified FWHM of the reflectance minima (Table 1). 
These results indicate that the course of the reflectance curve observable in case of rotated 
grating-coupling phenomenon as well as the sensitivity and FOM achievable by monitoring 
the reflectance minima strongly depends on the azimuthal orientation. An optimal azimuthal 
orientation exists for each bio-sensing chip, in which the largest polar angle shift is 
achievable. Moreover, in case of the designed chip this azimuthal orientation is also a critical 
one, since azimuthal angle detuning causes that one of the coupled minima disappears. In 
practical applications, the optimal azimuthal orientation can be determined for a specific 
multilayer by a feedback procedure. The achieved parameters prove that it is possible to 
significantly improve the sensitivity and FOM of bio-sensing via RGC-SPR phenomenon on a 
designed biochip. 
3.5 Near-field distribution on the designed chip 
Comparison of the near-field distribution uncovers the origin of different sensitivities 
achievable in different azimuthal orientations of the designed RGC-SPR chip. 
In _ 28designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation the E-field maximum is coincident with the hill 
of the polymer grating (Fig. 5(a)/a-c, right, Fig. 9(a)/a-c left and middle). The Ey component 
exhibits hybrid distribution horizontally as well as vertically, with a turning line at the center 
of the valley (Fig. 5(a)/a-c, left and middle, x = 260 nm and 676 nm). Moreover, the Ey 
component is hybrid also perpendicularly to the grating (Fig. 9(a)/a-c right). These field 
distributions reveal that a SRSPP exists in the valley at the primary dip in this azimuthal 
orientation. Both the LYZ biomolecules and the AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates are located at the 
E-field minimum in the valley, where not only the E-field is weak, but also the interaction 
length with the SRSPP is small. As a consequence, the sole primary reflectance dip is not 
sensitive to the LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates presence. Accordingly, no 
noticeable polar angle shift of this sole resonance dip is observable in this azimuthal 
orientation of the designed chip (Fig. 2(d) with inset, Fig. 5(a)/a-c, Fig. 9(a)/a-c). 
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At the secondary dip appearing in _ 33.64designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation the area 
corresponding to global E-field maximum is coincident with the left side of the valley (Fig. 
5(b)/a-c, right, Fig. 9(b)/a-c left). The Ey longitudinal component is horizontally 
antisymmetrical with a turning line at the right border of the valley and hill (Fig. 5(b)/a-c, left, 
x = 364 nm and 780 nm). In addition to this, the Ey longitudinal component is antisymmetrical 
in the vertical cross-sections taken along the valley at the turning line and throughout the unit 
cell except exactly at the valley center, where it is slightly hybrid (Fig. 5(b)/a-c, middle). 
However, the Ey longitudinal component is hybrid perpendicularly to the grating (Fig. 9(b)/a-
c, right). 
 
Fig. 5. The Ey field component in planes taken horizontally (x-y plane: left) and vertically 
along the valley at the turning line of the Ey field component (y-z plane: middle) and the 
normalized (E)-field distribution perpendicularly to the unit cell (x-z plane: right), (a-c/a, b/d) 
on a bare designed chip, (a-c/b, b/e) on a designed chip covered by 8 LYZ biomolecules per 
unit cell, (a-c/c, b/f) on a designed chip covered by 8 AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates per unit cell, 
(a/a-c) in °= 28designedγ  azimuthal orientation at the primary minimum, (b/a-c and d-f) in 
°= 64.33designedγ  azimuthal orientation at the secondary and primary minimum, and (c/a-c) in 
°= 38designedγ azimuthal orientation at the secondary minimum (see Visualization 1). The 
schematic drawings indicate the structure contours in different plane cross-sections and the 
turning lines of the Ey field component at the secondary (red) and primary (green) minima. 
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These near-field phenomena prove that a horizontally and vertically antisymmetric LRSPP 
mode propagates along the border of the valley and hill in this configuration, which ensures 
large interaction cross-section with the covering biolayers. The lateral extension of the E-field 
maximum ensures that both the LYZ biomolecules and the AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates located 
at the bottom of valley are inside areas shined with an intense E-field originating from the 
coupled LRSPP (Fig. 5(b)/b, c, right, Fig. 9(b)/b, c, left). The secondary dip in reflectance is 
strongly sensitive to the bio-objects presence, as a result the largest polar angle shift is 
observable in this azimuthal orientation (Fig. 2(c) with inset, Fig. 5(b)/a-c). 
This indicates that the overlap between the bio-objects and the E-field maximum of 
LRSPP is sufficient, while the perfect overlap with the turning line of the Ey antisymmetry is 
not required to achieve significant sensitivity enhancement. 
In contrast, at the primary dip appearing in _ 33.64designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation 
smaller area corresponds to the global E-field maximum at the left side of the valley, which is 
shifted towards the valley with a smaller extent (Fig. 5(b)/d-f, right, Fig. 9(b)/d-f, left). The Ey 
component is antisymmetrical horizontally with turning line at the right edge of the valley, 
similarly to that at the secondary dip (Fig. 5(b)/d-f, left, x = 364 nm and 780 nm). In contrast, 
the Ey component is hybrid in the vertical cross-sections taken along the valley at the turning 
line and throughout the unit cell except at the valley center, where it is symmetric (Fig. 
5(b)/d-f, middle). Moreover, the Ey component is hybrid perpendicularly to the grating (Fig. 
9(b)/d-f, right). These near-field phenomena prove that a SRSPP mode exists in the valley at 
the primary minimum and is coupled with the LRSPP at the secondary minimum in this 
configuration. The smaller lateral extension of the E-field maximum allows smaller spatial 
overlap, and the SRSPP can ensure inherently smaller interaction cross-section with the LYZ 
biomolecules and the AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates at the bottom of the valley (Fig. 5(b)/e, f, 
Fig. 9(b)/e, f). As a consequence, the primary dip in reflectance is moderately sensitive to the 
bio-objects presence. Moreover, it exhibits a backward shift and a slight broadening caused by 
bio-objects adherence (Fig. 2(c) with inset, Fig. 5(b)/d-f, Fig. 9(b)/d-f). Complementary 
studies revealed that adherence of larger amount of bio-objects can cause disappearance of 
this minimum, according to the critical nature of the configuration. 
Finally, in the _ 38designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation the E-field maximum covers 
completely the left side of the valley (Fig. 5(c)/a-c, right, Fig. 9(c)/a-c, left). The Ey 
longitudinal component is hybrid horizontally as well as vertically in the plane cross-sections 
taken along the valley, at the turning line on the top of the hill and throughout the unit cell 
(Fig. 5(c)/a-c, left and middle, x = 416 nm and 832 nm). Moreover, the Ey longitudinal 
component is hybrid perpendicularly to the grating as well (Fig. 9(c)/a-c, right). These field 
distributions indicate that a SRSPP mode exists in the valley in this configuration. The 
location of both the LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates at the bottom of the 
valley is inside the E-field intensity maximum (Fig. 5(c)/b, c right, Fig. 9(c)/a-c, left and 
middle). However, the SRSPP possesses a reduced interaction cross-section with the covering 
biolayers caused by the inherently short propagation distance. As a consequence, the 
sensitivity of the secondary reflectance dip is moderate in this azimuthal orientation (Fig. 2(e) 
with inset). 
The horizontally and vertically antisymmetric coupled LRSPP modes excited at the 
secondary dips in _ 33.64designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation of the designed chip are unique. 
The E-field distribution and the large propagation distance of LRSPPs makes possible 
sensitivity enhancement via enhanced interaction cross-section with the LYZ biomolecules 
and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates, even if they are located at the bottom of the valley, not exactly 
at the turning line of the antisymmetric Ey at the border of the valley and hill. The horizontally 
and vertically antisymmetric LRSPPs are secondary modes, which originate from the intense 
laterally Bragg scattered SPPs, accordingly their wave vector is smaller than that of the 
original SPP modes [16]. 
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Comparison of the E-field and Ey distributions proves that the vertical plane cross-section 
along the right border of the valley and hill, which is opposite to the side of illumination, can 
be considered as the metal-dielectric interface of their propagation. The horizontal and 
vertical antisymmetry of the Ey component ensures the minimal attenuation of these modes. 
The coupled LRSPPs possess both larger wavelength and larger propagation length (Fig. 
5(b)/a-c, Fig. 9(b)/a-c). The horizontal antisymmetry holds also for the modes coupled at the 
primary dips, however these modes are accompanied by hybrid Ey distribution in the vertical 
plane cross-section at the turning line, as a consequence they suffer larger attenuation. 
The resonant excitation of AuNPs in the bioconjugates is promoted both at 
_ 33.64designed chipγ = °  and _ 38designed chipγ = °  azimuthal angles, which results in further 
enhanced sensitivity. Although, the local E-field enhancement is the largest in 
_ 38designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation, i.e. when the global E-field maximum overlaps better 
with the AuNPs, the SRSPP suffers larger attenuation in the valley. 
As a consequence, larger sensitivity enhancement was achieved via the secondary dip in 
_ 33.64designed chipγ = °  azimuthal orientation, due to the enhanced interaction cross-section with 
the unique LRSPP (Visualization 1 corresponding to Fig. 5 about the Ey field distribution at 
the secondary and primary dips in different azimuthal orientations is provided in a 
Supplementary Material). 
3.6 Dispersion characteristics of the modes accompanying RGC-SPR 
 
Fig. 6. Dispersion characteristics in reflectance of (a) a bare designed chip, (b) a designed chip 
covered by 8 LYZ biomolecules per unit cell, (c) a designed chip covered by 8 AuNP-LYZ 
bioconjugates per unit cell, in °= 64.33designedγ  azimuthal orientation. (d) Difference between 
reflectance modifications, (e, f) modifications of reflectance on a designed chip caused by 
seeding with (e) 8 LYZ biomolecules per unit cell and (f) 8 AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates per unit 
cell compared to the bare designed chip. Comparison of locations corresponding to secondary 
and primary minima (g) 8 AuNP-LYZ to LYZ covering, (h/i) 8 LYZ / 8 AuNP-LYZ covered 
chip to bare designed chip. 
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The dispersion characteristics of the designed chip was mapped in _ 33.64designed chipγ = °  
azimuthal orientation and shows that two anti-crossing plasmonic bands coexist (Fig. 6). The 
lower band is similar to the usual unperturbed plasmonic band on a flat dielectric-metal 
interface, however, it is deformed caused by the splitting originating from rotated grating-
coupling. The hybridized modes exhibit a well-defined turning line in their horizontally 
antisymmetric Ey component, which is in accordance with the phase map formed during 
Bragg scattering in the optimal azimuthal orientation (Fig. 5(b)/a-c, left). 
However, they are antisymmetrical and hybrid in the vertical plane cross-section taken at 
the turning line of the horizontally antisymmetric Ey field component along the border of the 
valley and hill for the secondary and primary minimum, respectively (Fig. 5(b)/ a-c and Fig. 
5(b)/d-f, middle). On the designed chip at the secondary reflectance minimum a unique 
rotated grating-coupled LRSPP exists due to the co-existent horizontal and vertical 
antisymmetry. This LRSPP is strongly coupled with the SRSPP mode at the primary 
minimum. 
The rotated grating coupling results in a PBG at the boundary of the first Brillouin zone, 
and the azimuthal orientation dependent wave vector corresponding to the gap center position 
can be computed as: cosk pπ γ= ⋅ , in accordance with the literature [7]. The differences in 
the achieved reflectance (Fig. 6(d)-6(f)) and the locations of the reflectance minima 
unambiguously show that the secondary minimum exhibits a significantly larger shift 
throughout a wide spectral interval. The largest shift is achievable at ~532 nm for the 
designed biochip, and the Au NPs enhance the polar angle shift of the resonance minima (Fig. 
6(g)-6(i)). 
4. Conclusion 
SPR measurements were performed and numerical computations were realized to analyze the 
effect of seeding by LYZ biomolecules and AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates on the reflectance 
minima originating from rotated grating-coupling on wavelength-scaled polymer gratings. 
The SPR measurements performed in conical mounting proved that the monitoring of the 
secondary minima in the optimal azimuthal orientation is more suitable to detect adhered bio-
objects, than the observation of the broader primary minima. These results were proven via 
FEM computations on a fitted and on a designed biochip as well. 
Numerical computations on the fitted chip revealed that the measured secondary minimum 
shifts can be reproduced by positioning large number of LYZ biomolecules and significantly 
smaller number of AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates at the bottom of the valley. Comparative studies 
on the effect of specific bio-objects prove that the secondary minimum is more strongly 
shifted than the primary one, moreover the primary minimum exhibits a broadening. The 
sensitivity can be improved by ensuring that the location of biomolecules approaches the 
turning line of the Ey field component at the right border of the valley and hill, where the 
horizontally and vertically antisymmetric coupled LRSSP propagates. The optimal location 
ensures overlap with the local E-field maximum on the right side of the valley as well, which 
corresponds to the coupled LRSPP. The enhanced sensitivity of the secondary resonance 
minima is the result of the large interaction cross-section achievable via LRSPPs. Moreover 
the secondary minimum exhibits larger concentration sensitivity as well. 
The near-field study performed on the designed chip demonstrated that the E-field is 
confined onto the hill / at the border of the hill and valley / onto the left side of the valley of 
the polymer grating, when no primary minimum shift / maximal secondary minimum shift / 
moderate secondary reflectance minimum shift is observable in 28° / 33.64° / 38° azimuthal 
orientation. These E-field distributions are accompanied by Ey field-component distribution, 
which is hybrid / antisymmetrical vertically as well as horizontally with respect to the turning 
line / hybrid. 
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The field distribution proves that short-range / horizontally and vertically antisymmetric 
long-range / short-range mode exists in these configurations in the valley of the designed chip, 
where the bio-objects are adhered. 
It was also demonstrated that the E-field confinement promotes excitation of LSPR on the 
Au NPs in bio-conjugates. As a result, the Au NPs enhance the difference between the polar 
angles corresponding to reflectance minima on bare and LYZ covered chips, which reveals 
that noble metal particles can be used to enhance the biodetection sensitivity significantly. 
The sensitivity and FOM values are the largest for the secondary minimum observable in the 
optimal azimuthal orientation of the designed RGC-SPR chip. 
In conclusion, considerable sensitivity enhancement is achievable in the optimal RGC-
SPR configuration of the designed chip due to the LRSPP originating from SPP Bragg 
scattering, and the sensitivity is significantly enhanced, when bioconjugates are detected. 
Each bio-sensing multilayer consisting of a wavelength-scaled grating has its own optimal 
configuration, which corresponds to the optimal azimuthal orientation, capable of resulting in 
the largest polar angle shift. In the optimal configuration, the coupling efficiency of the 
horizontally and vertically antisymmetric LRSPP, as well as the spatial overlap between the 
bio-objects and the LRSPP is maximized. 
Appendix 
In case of seeding by LYZ biomolecules the FOM of the secondary minimum is larger than 
the FOM of the primary minimum for both locations at the bottom of the valley and on the 
hillside, throughout the complete inspected concentration interval. The FOM of the secondary 
(primary) minimum is larger (smaller) on the hillside than at the bottom of the valley, 
throughout the complete inspected concentration interval. 
In case of seeding by AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates the FOM of the secondary minimum is 
larger than the FOM of the primary minimum for both locations at the bottom of the valley 
and on the hillside, throughout the complete inspected concentration interval. Moreover, there 
is a FOM maximum for the secondary minimum at the inspected 16 NPs/unit cell. The FOM 
of the secondary (primary) minimum is larger (smaller) on the hillside than at the bottom of 
the valley, throughout the complete concentration interval (when the concentration is smaller 
than 24 AuNP-LYZ/unit cell). 
 
Fig. 7. Concentration dependence of the polar angle shift in case of different bio-objects and 
locations. Insets: absolute value of the polar angle shift (top), sensitivity (middle) and FOM 
(bottom) for concentrations surrounding the 120 LYZ/unit cell (left) and 16 AuNP-LYZ/unit 
cell (right) on the fitted chip. 
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Table 1. Secondary and primary minima on the measured and computed reflectance 
curves, the corresponding polar angle shifts (Δφ), surface angular sensitivity (Sφ) and 
FOM values*. 
 
 φsec(°) 
 
φLYZsec(°) φAuNP-LYZsec(°) φpri(°) φLYZpri(°) φAuNP-LYZpri(°) 
ΔφLYZsec(°) ΔφAuNP-LYZsec(°) ΔφLYZpri(°) ΔφAuNP-LYZpri(°) 
Sφ FO
M 
Sφ FO
M 
Sφ FO
M 
Sφ FOM 
Measured 
γ~30° 
 52.16 52.48  64.96 64.2  
 0.32   −0.76  
65 8 156 2 
 50.72  51.6 69.44  64.64 
0.88   
−4.8 
4054 459 22113 947 
Fitted 
bottom 
γ = 29.5° 
Nb = 0 53.4   72.6   
Nb = 120  53.8   72.4  
0.4   
−0.2  
81 8 41 1.4 
Nb = 16   54.3   72.0 
0.9   
−0.6 
4146 373 2764 76 
Fitted 
hillside 
γ = 29.5° 
Ns = 0 53.4   72.6   
Ns = 120  53.9   72.9  
0.5   0.3  
102 10 61 1.2 
Ns = 16   54.5   72.2 
1.1   
−0.4 
5067 486 1843 39 
Designed 
γ = 
33.64° 
Nb = 0 48.6   54.0   
Nb = 8  49.0   53.8  
0.4   
−0.2  
1214 191 607 41 
Nb = 8   49.4   53.6 
0.8   
−0.4 
7366 1249 3683 252 
Designed 
γ = 
38°/28° 
Nb = 0 49.4   51.8   
Nb = 8  49.4   51.8  
0.0   0.0  
0 0 0 0 
Nb = 8   49.6   51.8 
0.2   0.0 
1841 511 0 0 
*The effective index of refraction corresponding to a thin layer of LYZ [22, 23]: 
)2exp()( air
decay
LYZ
LYZairLYZeff L
dnnnn ⋅−⋅−+= , where LYZn  and airn  is the index of refraction of LYZ and air, LYZd  
is the LYZ layer thickness, and airdecayL  is the decay length at the multilayer and air interface. The ϕS  surface 
angular sensitivity was computed by taking into account the modification of the effective index of refraction: 
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




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
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 Fig. 8. The normalized (E)-field distribution in planes taken horizontally (x-y plane: left) and 
vertically along the valley at the turning line of Ey (y-z plane: middle) and the Ey field 
component distribution perpendicularly to the unit cell (x-z plane: right) on (a,b/ a,d) bare 
fitted chip, (a,b/ b,e) fitted chip covered by LYZ biomolecules, (a,b/ c,f) fitted chip covered by 
AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates, in 29.5° azimuthal orientation of the fitted chip (a,b/ a-c) secondary 
and (a,b/ d-f) primary minima in case of bio-objects at the (a/ a-f) bottom of valley and (b/ a-f) 
side of the hill. The schematic drawings indicate the structure contours in different plane cross-
sections and the turning lines of the Ey field component at the secondary (red) and primary 
(green) minima. 
Both on the fitted and on the designed chip, in absence and presence of bio-object 
coverings, at all secondary dips arising on split reflectance curves exhibiting two minima, the 
E-field enhancement in the vertical cross-section taken along the valley below the metal layer 
proves the co-existence of a glass side plasmon (Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)/a, b, c middle, Fig. 9(b)/a, 
b, c middle). 
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 Fig. 9. The normalized E-field distribution in planes taken horizontally (x-y plane: left) and 
vertically along the valley at the turning line of the Ey field component (y-z plane: middle) and 
the Ey field component distribution perpendicularly to the unit cell (x-z plane: right), (a-c/a, b/d 
) on a bare designed chip, (a-c/b, b/e) on a designed chip covered by 8 LYZ biomolecules per 
unit cell, (a-c/c, b/f) on a designed chip covered by 8 AuNP-LYZ bioconjugates per unit cell, 
(a/a-c) in °= 28designedγ  azimuthal orientation at the primary minimum, (b/a-c and d-f) in 
°= 64.33designedγ  azimuthal orientation at the secondary and primary minimum, and (c/a-c) in 
°= 38designedγ azimuthal orientation at the secondary minimum. The schematic drawings 
indicate the structure contours in different plane cross-sections and the turning lines of the Ey 
field component at the secondary (red) and primary (green) minima. 
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